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Abstract—In dense retrieval, embedding long texts into dense
vectors can result in information loss, leading to inaccurate
query-text matching. Additionally, low-quality texts with exces-
sive noise or sparse key information are unlikely to align well
with relevant queries. Recent studies mainly focus on improving
the sentence embedding model or retrieval process. In this
work, we introduce a novel text augmentation framework for
dense retrieval. This framework transforms raw documents into
information-dense text formats, which supplement the original
texts to effectively address the aforementioned issues without
modifying embedding or retrieval methodologies. Two text rep-
resentations are generated via large language models (LLMs)
zero-shot prompting: question-answer pairs and element-driven
events. We term this approach QAEA-DR: unifying question-
answer generation and event extraction in a text augmentation
framework for dense retrieval. To further enhance the quality
of generated texts, a scoring-based evaluation and regeneration
mechanism is introduced in LLM prompting. Our QAEA-DR
model has a positive impact on dense retrieval, supported by
both theoretical analysis and empirical experiments.

Index Terms—Dense retrieval, text augmentation, information
extraction, large language model, vector database.

I. INTRODUCTION

DEnse retrieval [1], [2] is a information retrieval method
that uses text embeddings to find the relevant texts for a

given query. In dense retrieval, sentence embeddings transform
sentences into semantic vector representations, improving pas-
sage retrieval performance over word embeddings.

A major challenge in dense retrieval is the risk of losing
essential information when converting long texts into fixed-
length dense vectors, as maintaining the fidelity of sparse
representations for long texts often requires very high di-
mensions [3]. Additionally, this limitation is emphasized in
cases where the source texts are inundated with low-quality,
noisy text, resulting in inconsistent retrieval quality. On one
hand, recent works propose advanced retrievers or sentence
embedding models to improve dense retrieval [4]–[9]. On the
other hand, input enhancement for retrieval represents a dis-
tinct optimization strategy for retrieval tasks, including query
transformation and data augmentation [10]. Unlike query
transformation [11], [12], data augmentation improves data
quality before retrieval, enhancing performance without adding
user wait time. However, in text retrieval, data augmentation
methods typically focus on generating new query-text pairs
for the retriever training [13], rather than directly enhancing
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the original texts. As a result, current data augmentation
methods have not resolved inherent deficiencies in dense
retrieval, specifically the loss of key information exacerbated
by the presence of low-quality text. To address this issue, it
is essential to consider data augmentation specifically applied
to the retrieval text itself. Intuitively, we can enhance the
original text by implementing text augmentation methods to
generate high-quality alternative texts, which concentrate key
information to improve semantic similarity with the query.

Taking inspiration from existing challenges and unexplored
optimization strategies, we consider transforming raw texts
into more information-dense formats [14] that present essential
factual details concisely and directly for better dense retrieval.
Specifically, we propose that dense retrieval can be improved
through information extraction to generate new text embed-
dings, a text augmentation strategy that outperforms reliance
on original text alone. These generated text embedding vectors
achieve high fidelity by condensing information and removing
noise, and they show higher similarity with the query vector
than the original text vector. To implement this idea, we need
to address three issues. (i) The first issue is What information
extraction tools can effectively resolve the inherent challenges
of key information loss and low-quality text in dense retrieval?
To address this issue, we focus on two high-level information
extraction methods: question-answer generation (QAG) and
event extraction (EE).

Inspired by the longstanding tradition of Question An-
swering Systems (QAS) [15], QA pairs should be the ideal
text format for dense retrieval due to their high accuracy in
providing precise responses to users’ similar questions. QA
pairs are information-dense as they focus on specific points
from raw texts, presenting significant factual details directly
and succinctly. This QA format aligns well with the query
typically centered on a single topic, minimizing redundant
information and offering a streamlined retrieval process for
targeted inquiry [16]. Additionally, studies indicate that QA
pairs and documents can complement each other as knowledge
bases [17], suggesting the incorporation of QA pairs into
vector databases for enhanced dense retrieval.

Additionally, we should consider event extraction as another
crucial information extraction method based on knowledge
graphs. Event extraction is a particularly information-dense
form that extracts structured information from unstructured
text to answer the “5W1H” questions (who, when, where,
what, why, how) [18]. It captures both entities and relation-
ships, aiming to extract high-level information from text and
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present it in a structured, information-dense format. Conse-
quently, events correspond to potential user “5W1H” queries
and involve reorganizing and rewriting the original text to
ensure precise information delivery, thus aligning semantically
with these queries.

Furthermore, we observe that QA pairs and events possess
both subtle connections and clear distinctions. Event-based
knowledge representations share similarities with QA pairs:
(1) They both capture high-level semantic information at the
sentence and paragraph levels rather than focusing solely on
keywords and entities, providing deeper insights than keyword
extraction or named entity recognition. (2) Each QA pair
typically corresponds to an element in event representations,
as events can answer “5W1H” questions. For example, “when”
aligns with event time, “where” with location, and “who”
or “what” with subjects or objects. Meanwhile, QA pairs
and events differ fundamentally in structure. (1) QA pairs
match individual information points and align with query
semantics but each represents only a small portion of the
source text, potentially limiting their ability to handle complex
queries. (2) Events synthesize entities and relationships and
incorporate various elements to potentially offer deeper and
richer semantics than QA pairs. However, the lack of focus on
a single information point in events reduces their alignment
with queries. Therefore, we incorporate both QAG and EE
into the text augmentation framework for their complementary
benefits.

(ii) The second issue is What text generation model should
be used? Our desired text generation model aims to: (1)
effectively produce multiple QA pairs and events from any
given raw text, with the quantity of generated outputs corre-
sponding to the text’s information content; (2) ideally manage
all generation tasks within a unified model framework. In
light of these requirements, we opt for large-scale pre-trained
language models (LLMs, e.g., ChatGPT1) as text augmentation
generators. Previous works in QAG and EE not only lack
multilingual capabilities but also exhibit limited open-domain
generalization, which distances them further from the ideal of
a unified model framework. Unlike previous models, LLMs ex-
cel in text comprehension and generalization, enabling strong
semantic understanding and information extraction capabili-
ties. Despite the distinct nature of QAG and EE, LLMs could
integrate these tasks into a unified framework that employs
zero-shot prompting and supports multilingual data. We design
prompt instructions for QAG and EE to generate JSON-
formatted QA pairs and events.

Moreover, to ensure the output quality in unsupervised,
training-free LLM generator, we introduce a penalty point
system that deducts points based on specified criteria after the
first generation. If scores fall below a predetermined threshold,
we regenerate the text based on the deducted points to ensure
enhanced text quality.

(iii) The last issue to address is How can the generated
structured text be utilized for dense retrieval? As a text aug-
mentation method, our goal is to seamlessly add the generated
structured texts into the datastore for retrieval. Initially, we

1https://chat.openai.com

should convert the structured text, previously output in JSON
format by a large language model, back into unstructured
natural language suitable for sentence embedding. We employ
a straightforward conversion strategy: for QA pairs, we con-
catenate the question and answer to create one single text;
for events, we sequentially combine all elements of the same
event into one text. By converting back to unstructured text
in this straightforward manner, we also explore different text
organization strategies in our experiments. As a result, both
the original and newly generated text chunks are embedded
and incorporated into the final vector database. Importantly,
we anticipate that the generated vectors will exhibit a higher
similarity to the input query vectors than the original text
vectors, thereby improving retrieval performance.

In this paper, based on the above discussion, we introduce
QAEA-DR, a framework that integrates Question-Answer
Generation (QAG) and Event Extraction (EE) into a Text
Augmentation Framework for Dense Retrieval. QAEA-DR
employs two types of generated text representations through
LLM prompting: QA pairs and element-driven events. To
further enhance the quality and robustness of text generation,
we conduct scoring and text regeneration as the verifica-
tion component in QAEA-DR. After generation, both QA
pairs and events are converted back into unstructured texts.
Subsequently, these generated texts are organized using two
distinct text organization strategies and transformed into dense
vectors. At last, these generated vectors are added to the vector
database as high-quality retrieval vectors. Our experiments
demonstrate that incorporating both event vectors and QA
pair vectors into the vector database maximizes retrieval
performance. In summary, the contributions of this paper are
as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, QAEA-DR is the first com-
prehensive and universal text augmentation framework
designed for dense retrieval.

• QAEA-DR innovatively integrates the information extrac-
tion methods of QAG and EE into a unified framework
of text generation and organization.

• QAEA-DR employs an end-to-end LLM-based training-
free text generator, integrating diverse prompts of genera-
tion and scoring-based output evaluation for high-quality
and controllable text outputs.

• QAEA-DR is evaluated through theoretical analysis and
empirical validations on various embedding models and
retrieval datasets to demonstrate its effectiveness and
robustness.

II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we first review dense retrieval along with

sentence embedding. Next, we discuss previous input enhance-
ment methods for retrieval. Finally, we introduce some related
works on information extraction.

A. Dense Retrieval
Dense retrieval has become an important research area

following the development of pre-trained Transformer lan-
guage models (PLMs) [2], [19]–[22]. To enhance text re-
trieval performance, dense retrieval leverages PLM-based text
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embeddings to encode queries and documents into a shared
semantic vector space, focusing on matching semantic contents
beyond mere keywords. This text embedding application in
retrieval is fundamental to Retrieval-Augmented Generation
(RAG) [23], [24], which reduces the hallucinations in LLMs.
Recent advancements in dense retrieval include architectural
innovations, optimized training methodologies, and efficient
indexing techniques, all of which contribute to improved
retrieval accuracy and efficiency [4]–[8], [25]. Since the intro-
duction of Sentence-BERT [26] and Dense Passage Retrieval
(DPR) [2], numerous sentence embedding models have been
proposed to enhance dense passage retrieval. Advanced sen-
tence embedding models, which have been highlighted in the
retrieval task of massive text embedding benchmark (MTEB)
[27], include Contriever [28], M3E2, BGE [9], etc. Our text
augmentation method serves as a preprocessing module for
dense retrieval and is compatible with various embedding
models mentioned above.

B. Input Enhancement in Retrieval

In addition to the optimization methods for the retriever,
input enhancement strategy represents a distinct optimization
approach for retrieval tasks [10]. In particular, input data
to a retriever includes user query and datastore. Therefore,
input enhancement for retrieval can be categorized into two
types: query transformation and data augmentation. Query
transformation modifies the input query during retrieval, for
example, Hypothetical Document Embeddings (HyDE) [12]
that generate pseudo documents from queries, and KNN-
based Query Expansion (KNN-QE) [11] that enhances queries
using local conceptual word embeddings. Data augmentation
improves the data to be retrieved before the retrieval process,
including synthesizing data, clarifying ambiguities, updating
outdated data, etc. Compared to query transformation, data
augmentation models have the advantage of not consuming
user waiting time in retrieval, which is particularly important
in practical applications. Mainstream studies focus on data
augmentation for cross-modal retrieval, such as Make-An-
Audio [29], AMSH [30], and ReACC [31]. In terms of text-to-
text retrieval, methods like InPars [13] generates new query-
text pairs as training data. As current data augmentation
methods do not consider enhancing the original text in text
retrieval, we propose a text augmentation framework in this
paper.

C. Information Extraction

Information extraction (IE) automatically isolates text frag-
ments and extracts structured data from unstructured sources
through NLP [32]. On one hand, IE is integral to constructing
knowledge graphs (KGs), which have attracted considerable
attention as a structured form of knowledge [33]. Tasks related
to KG-based IE include named entity recognition, relation
extraction, and event extraction [34]. In particular, event ex-
traction (EE) captures both entities and relationships to extract
high-level structured information from raw text.

2https://huggingface.co/moka-ai/m3e-base

• EE has evolved from rule-based approaches [35] to
machine learning methods like Dynamic Multi-Pooling
Convolutional Neural Networks (DMCNN) [36] and Joint
Event Extraction via Recurrent Neural Networks (JRNN)
[37], and more recently to ChatGPT for Event Extraction
(ChatEE) [38], and the Generative Template-based Event
Extraction (GREE) [39], reflecting significant progress in
the field.

• There are methods that achieve multi-event extraction,
such as Jointly Multiple Event Extraction (JMEE) [40]
and Proxy Nodes Clustering Network (ProCNet) [41].
Nevertheless, current multi-event extraction methods are
closed-domain and are limited by their reliance on pre-
defined event schemas.

On the other hand, Question-Answer Generation (QAG), an
extension of Question Generation (QG) [42], [43], generates
several QA pairs given a text. Notably, QAG can also be
classified as IE since QA pairs are structured texts.

• QAG have progressed from rule-based models [44]–[46]
to generative-based PLMs like Information-Maximizing
Hierarchical Conditional VAEs (Info-HCVAE) [47] and
Language Models for Question and Answer Generation
(LMQG) [48].

However, current multi-event extraction and QAG face
issues such as a lack of multilingual support, uncontrollable
generation quantity and quality, and incompatibility within
a unified model framework. Although these models show
relatively good results on some datasets, they are far from our
goal of a generalizable, quality-controllable, and unsupervised
unified framework in open-domain applications. QAEA-DR
combines EE and QAG, leveraging LLM to build an end-to-
end framework that involves prompt-based generation, evalu-
ation, and regeneration.

III. APPROACH

A. Notations and Problem Definition

In this paper, we focus on text augmentation approach for
dense passage retrieval. A retrieval dataset typically comprises
three types of data: the corpus, queries, and labeled query-
text relationships. Initially, let C = {t1, t2, . . . , tn} represent
a corpus, where each ti is a text chunk (simplified as text
in the following discussion) and n is the total number of
texts in corpus. The initial step in dense passage retrieval
is to construct a mapping function Φ : C → Rd, where d
is the vector dimension, such that semantically similar texts
are close in the vector space. Specifically, the function Φ
uses sentence embedding model to transform all texts into
dense vectors (i.e. embedding) stored in a vector database.
We denote the resulting vector database as VDBori, where
VDBori = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} with each vector vi ∈ VDBori
corresponding to a text ti in C. Given a query text q, which
is also mapped to a vector vq ∈ Rd by Φ, the retriever
calculates the top-k vectors vi ∈ VDBori with the highest
similarity to query vector vq , resulting in a subset S ⊆ VDBori,
where |S| = k. The vector similarity, denoted as sim(vq, vi),
measures the distance between vq and each vector vi in
VDBori (e.g., calculating the cosine similarity based on the
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QA Pairs

Q: What counties is Ackley located in?
A: Franklin and Hardin.

Q: In which state is Ackley located?
A: Iowa.

Q: What is the population of Ackley, Iowa?
A: 1,589 during the 2010 census.

Event Type: City Establishment

Time: Not specified Location: Ackley, Iowa

Subject: Ackley    

Object: Located in Franklin and Hardin Counties

Event Description: Ackley is a city located in the U.S. 

state of Iowa, within Franklin and Hardin Counties.

Event Type: Population Count

Time: 2010    Location: Ackley, Iowa

Subject: Ackley    Object: Population of 1,589

Event Description: The population of Ackley 

was recorded as 1,589 during the 2010 census.

Events

Step-1: High-level Structured Information Extraction

QAG 

Event 
Extraction 

Step-2: Reversion to Unstructured Form

Step-3: Integration into Vector Database TRI or TMO
Generated Texts

Generation
Prompting

LLM

Evaluation& 
Scoring

Prompting

LLMRegeneration
Prompting

LLM-based Text Generation

Independent 
LLM as Evaluator

Frozen

Demographic 
Information

Location 
Information

What is the population of Ackley, 
Iowa? 1,589 during the 2010 census.

In which state is Ackley located? Iowa.

Population Change. 2010. Ackley, Iowa. 
Ackley. Population of 1,589. The 
population of Ackley was recorded as 
1,589 during the 2010 census.

City Establishment. Ackley, Iowa. 
Ackley. Located in Franklin and Hardin 
Counties. Ackley is a city located in the 
U.S. state of Iowa, within Franklin and 
Hardin Counties.

What is the population of Ackley, Iowa? 
1,589 during the 2010 census. In which 
state is Ackley located? Iowa. What 
counties is Ackley located in? Franklin 
and Hardin.

Texts Remain Independent (TRI)

Texts Merge into One (TMO) 

Population Change. 2010. Ackley, Iowa. 
Ackley. Population of 1,589. The 
population of Ackley was recorded as 
1,589 during the 2010 census. City 
Establishment. Ackley, Iowa. Ackley. 
Located in Franklin and Hardin 
Counties. Ackley is a city located in the 
U.S. state of Iowa, within Franklin and 
Hardin Counties.

What counties is Ackley located in? 
Franklin and Hardin.

…

Original Text Vector

Original Text Vector

Original Text Vector

…

Original VDB

Generated Text Vectors

+

All Original Text Vectors

Dense Vector 
Model

Dense Vector 
Model

Ackley, Iowa. Ackley is a city in 
Franklin and Hardin Counties in 
the U.S. state of Iowa. The 
population was 1,589 at the 
2010 census.

A Text (𝒕) in 
Corpus (𝑪)

Step-4: Enhanced Dense Retrieval

Query (𝒒) What county is 
ackley iowa in?

Corpus (𝑪)

Input Data

Query 
Vector

Augmented VDB

Original Text Vectors

Generated Text Vectors

Augmented VDB

Vectorized 
IndexTop-k vectors 

generated or original 
text vectors Similar 

Search

Ackley, Iowa. Ackley is a city in 
Franklin and Hardin Counties …

Original 𝐓𝐞𝐱𝐭 𝑺𝒊𝒎(𝒗𝒕, 𝒗𝒒) = 𝟎. 𝟕𝟑

What counties is Ackley located in? 
Franklin and Hardin.

Best Match Text 𝑺𝒊𝒎 𝒗𝒒𝒂, 𝒗𝒒 =  𝟎. 𝟖𝟑

Generated Text 
Vectors

Original Text 
Vectors

Relevance

Fig. 1. QAEA-DR example. The dashed arrows represent the text augmentation path of QAEA. In Step-1: High-level Structured Information Extraction
through LLM-based text generators with frozen parameters, the generated QA pairs and events preserve similar key information in different formats. This
is followed by Step-2: Reversion to Unstructured Form and Step-3: Integration into the Vector Database. In Step-4: Enhanced Dense Retrieval, the results
demonstrate that there exists a generated vector with higher query relevance compared to the original text vector. This is because the key information density
of the generated text vector is enhanced through information extraction, making it semantically closer to the query.

inner product ⟨vq, vi⟩). Evaluation metrics (e.g., NDCG) are
used to calculate retrieval scores based on labeled query-text
relationships. Here, we define our QAEA-DR as follows:

Definition III.1 (QAEA-DR). QAEA-DR is a text augmen-
tation framework that augments the original corpus C by
generating QA pairs and element-driven events using LLM-
based generators. This process enriches the vector database
VDBori by adding new vector representations derived from the
augmented texts. The similarity of the query to generated text
vectors should exceed that of original text vectors, potentially
enhancing retrieval quality.

B. Overview of QAEA-DR

Fig. 1 shows the complete workflow of QAEA-DR, illus-
trating an example of the framework in action. Specifically,
QAEA-DR operates as follows:

• Step-1: Structured Information Extraction. Each text ti
from the corpus C, where i = 1, . . . , n, is augmented
using LLM prompting to generate JSON format QA pairs
QAjson and events EVENTjson. We discuss the design of
LLM prompts for structured text augmentation in Section
III-C. As illustrated in Fig. 1, both types of structured
texts effectively extract key information. Specifically,
each QA pair presents an individual information point,
while each event summarizes multiple points.

• Step-2: Reversion to Unstructured Form. The gener-
ated structured texts are converted back into unstruc-
tured natural language texts, resulting in a set of QA
texts {qa(1)i , qa

(2)
i , . . . , qa

(l)
i } and a set of event texts

{event(1)i , event
(2)
i , . . . , event

(m)
i }, where l and m rep-

resent the total number of QA pair texts and event texts
generated from ti, respectively. Subsequently, we mainly
consider two text organization strategies:

– Texts Remain Independent (TRI): Maintain the gen-
erated set as QAi = {qa(1)i , qa

(2)
i , . . . , qa

(l)
i } and

EVENTi = {event(1)i , event
(2)
i , . . . , event

(m)
i }, for

i = 1, . . . , n.
– Texts Merge into One (TMO): In this mode, indi-

vidual texts generated from the same original text
ti are concatenated, forming singleton set QAi =

{qai : qa(1)i + qa
(2)
i + . . . + qa

(l)
i } and EVENTi =

{eventi : event(1)i +event
(2)
i + . . .+event

(m)
i }, for

i = 1, . . . , n. The “+” denotes text concatenation.

Overall, TRI decomposes texts, retaining all segments
extracted from the original, but may include noisy texts
unrelated to all queries. Conversely, TMO consolidates
generated texts to reduce the density of noise.

• Step-3: Integration into Vector Database. The trans-
formed texts are mapped to vectors by the function Φ. For
QA texts, VQAi

= Φ(QAi) = {v
(j)
qai | j = 1, . . . , l} (TRI)

or {vqai
} (TMO), where i = 1, . . . , n, results in the vec-

tor database VDBQA =
⋃n

i=1 VQAi
. Similarly, VEVENTi

=

Φ(EVENTi) = {v(j)eventi | k = 1, . . . ,m} (TRI) or
{veventi} (TMO), populates VDBEVENT =

⋃n
i=1 VEVENTi

.
These generated vectors are then integrated into the
final vector database VDBfinal = VDBori + VDBQA +
VDBEVENT to augment the original vector space.

• Step-4: Enhanced Dense Retrieval. The query vector vq
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searches for the top-k similarity vectors in VDBfinal. For
any given query q associated with a positively related text
ti, there exists a vector in either VDBQA or VDBEVENT
that exhibits higher similarity with the query vector vq
than the original text vector vi.

In conclusion, our main contribution is the implementation
of QAEA-DR, which, in Step-1, Step-2, and Step-3, generates
two new types of text vectors—QA pair vectors and event
vectors—and integrates them into the vector database. These
generated vectors enhance the retrieval performance in the
final Step-4 of dense retrieval. Fig. 1 demonstrates that in Step-
4, the best match with the query is derived from the generated
vectors with high similarity.

In the following sections, we will first discuss text aug-
mentation details in Step 1 to 3. Then, we substantiate the
effectiveness of QAEA-DR theoretically in the subsequent
section, addressing why generated vectors in Step-4 could
exhibit higher similarity with the query vector than the original
text vector.

C. LLM-based Text Augmentation in QAEA

In this section, we describe our implementation of LLM-
based text augmentation and the unifying properties of QAEA.
QAEA is defined as a text augmentation module excluding the
retrieval component. It combines original texts, QA pairs, and
events into a new vector database to enhance natural texts
through information extraction. QAEA corresponds to Steps 1
to 3 in Fig. 1.

Following standard LLM-based prompt engineering prac-
tices [49], our defined single-step zero-shot prompt consists of
three components: instruction, input data, and output indicator.
For both QAG and EE prompting tasks, we make targeted
adjustments to the prompt instructions. Fig. 2 illustrates the
three-step prompts defined for both QAG and EE, including
generation, scoring-based quality evaluation, and regeneration.
We achieve different functionalities by modifying the instruc-
tions for each type of prompt.

Question-Answer Generation. In QAG, our goal is to gen-
erate as many informative structured QA pairs as possible
through instruction. Due to the lack of a universally rec-
ognized question generation directive, we employ question
categorization to guide the LLM in producing diverse QA
pairs. In designing question types, we observe that rhetorical
patterns in writing (e.g., cause and effect) serve as methods
for organizing information and can be generalized for question
categorization. Consequently, the content directive specifies
five question types for varied outputs: factual inquiry, ex-
planation and definition, cause and effect, comparison and
contrast, and evaluation and opinion. Additionally, the prompt
instructs LLM to highlight frequently occurring entities and
relationships in the original text, which should be reflected
in the generated QA pairs. Regarding the output format, the
instructions guide the LLM to produce QA pairs in JSON
format QAjson: {“question type”: [[“question”, “answer”]]},
where “question type” includes five categories, each capable of
containing multiple QA pairs depending on LLM generation.

Prompt Template for QA pair / Event Generation

Instruction: You are an expert in Natural Language Processing (NLP). Given a piece of text, your task is to complete 

the generation of multiple QA PAIRS/EVENTS in the form of JSON;

- Based on the given text, construct questions and answers from these 5 types of questions: [Factual 

Inquiry],[Explanation and Definition],[Cause and Effect],[Comparison and Contrast],[Evaluation and Opinion]

- Each event include the following 7 elements : [{{“event type”, “time”, “location”, “event subject”, “event object”, 

“event”, “impact”}}]

- {List more constraints here …}

Input Data: 

- Original Text: {text}

Output Indicator:

NLP Expert: The generated QA PAIRS/EVENTS based on the original text is as follows (in JSON format):

Prompt Template for QA pair / Event Scoring-based Quality Evaluation

Instruction: You are an expert in Natural Language Processing (NLP). Given a piece of original text and a series of QA 

PAIRS/EVENTS generated from the text, your task is to evaluate these QA PAIRS/ EVENTS quality and provide 

improvement suggestions in the form of JSON:

- {“total score”, “detail”: [{“deduction reason”, “deduction score”, “related content”} ]}

- {List scoring rules here (e.g., Relevance Rule: deduct 1 point for generated text irrelevance to the original content)…}

Input Data: 

- Original Text: {text}

- Generated QA PAIRS/EVENTS

Output Indicator:

NLP Expert: The scoring results is as follows (in JSON format):

Prompt Template for QA pair / Event Regeneration

Instruction: You are an expert in Natural Language Processing (NLP). Based on the scoring results, your task is to 

regenerate QA PAIRS/EVENTS in the form of JSON according to the predetermined tolerance threshold and 

improvement suggestions.

- {List detailed improvement rules here …}

Input Data: 

- Original Text: {text}

- Generated QA PAIRS/EVENTS

- Tolerance Threshold 𝜏
- Scoring Results

Output Indicator:

NLP Expert: The corrected QA PAIRS/EVENTS based on the original text are as follows (in JSON format):

Fig. 2. Prompt templates for QA pair/event generation, scoring-based quality
evaluation and regeneration, respectively.

As illustrated in Step-2 of Fig. 1, the output of QAG is pro-
cessed by simply concatenating the “question” and “answer”
strings into natural language texts.

Event Extraction. Since our text augmentation method for
dense retrieval is initially designed for application on a small-
scale Chinese news passage retrieval dataset (sCNPR) we
created from a scientific project, we naturally consider event
extraction. Unlike previous zero-shot prompt-based ChatEE
[38], which requires predefined event types and supports
single-event extraction, our approach allows the LLM to detect
and generate multiple event types from the original text. In the
EE prompt instructions, we first direct the LLM to identify
multiple event types and use these generated types as triggers
to populate event elements. Drawing from the event element
categorization in the ACE 2005 dataset and common real-
world event attributes, we define that each event includes
the elements “event type,” “time,” “location,” “event subject,”
“event object,” “event,” and “impact.” In terms of the output
format, we guide the LLM to generate event outputs in JSON
format EVENTjson: [{“event type”, “time”, “location”, “event
subject”, “event object”, “event”, “impact”}], where outputs
default to null if corresponding event elements are absent in the
original text. Fig. 1 shows that the output of EE is transformed
back into unstructured text by concatenating all event elements
within an event, separated by periods.

Text Evaluation and Regeneration. In the open domain,
evaluating the quality of QAG and EE is difficult due to the
lack of labels. To address this, we introduce a robust prompt-
based mechanism for evaluating the quality of generated
texts and regenerating them if necessary, as outlined in Fig.
2 and Algorithm 1. Using separate roles for generation and
evaluation by different LLMs, LLMgenerator and LLMevaluator,
the double-check system scores and potentially rewrites
outputs based on predefined criteria. As shown in the scoring-
based quality evaluation prompt template in Fig. 2, each
generated text starts with a perfect score of 10, and points are
deducted for failures in Relevance, Clarity, Consistency, and
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Algorithm 1 QAEA
Input: A corpus C = {t1, t2, . . . , tn}, large language model

LLMs, embedding model Φ, score threshold τ
Output: Augmented vector database VDBfinal

1: Initialization: VDBfinal,VDBQA,VDBEVENT ← ∅
2: VDBori ← Φ(C)
3: for each ti ∈ C do
4: for each type in {“QA”, “EVENT”} do
5: typejson ← LLMgenerator(ti, type)
6: Scorejson ← LLMevaluator(typejson)
7: if Score in Scorejson ≤ τ then
8: typejson ← LLMgenerator(ti, typejson,Scorejson)
9: end if

10: Unstructured form: {element(j)i } ← typejson
11: if Texts Remain Independent then
12: typei ← {element(j)i }
13: else
14: typei ← Concatenate[element(j)i ]
15: end if
16: Vtypei ← Φ(typei)
17: VDBtype ← VDBtype ∪ Vtypei
18: end for
19: end for
20: VDBfinal ← VDBori +VDBQA +VDBEVENT
21: return VDBfinal

Completeness. For example, the Relevance rule checks if each
generated text faithfully reflects the original content, deducting
one point for irrelevance. The scoring details are outlined
in the JSON format Scorejson: {“total score”,“detail” :
[{“deduction reason”,“deduction score”,“related content”}]}.
Outputs that score at or below a set threshold τ enter a
regeneration prompting, where texts are adjusted or rewritten
to ensure that outputs meet rigorous standards. This approach
not only provides a reliable method for assessing generated
texts but also controls the quality of the LLM outputs through
a structured regeneration process based on scoring outcomes.

Unified Framework. Algorithm 1 details the QAEA module
and shows that QAEA manages QA pairs and events in a
similar manner. We conclude that QAEA is identified as a
“unified” framework from two perspectives:

• Text generation. QAEA employs standardized prompt
templates for generation, scoring-based quality evalua-
tion, and regeneration, ensuring a uniform framework for
both QAG and EE.

• Text organization. Additionally, all structured texts from
both QA pairs and events are eventually converted into
unstructured text, then embedded and incorporated into
the vector database in a unified manner for dense re-
trieval.

D. Theory in QAEA-DR

Now, we theoretically explain the effectiveness of QAEA-
DR. In the following theoretical analysis, we consider only
the case of Texts Remain Independent (TRI) mentioned in
Section III-B. It is evident that Texts Merge into One (TMO)

can be viewed as a special case of TRI, and we will further
discuss their differences in the experimental analysis. Given a
text ti ∈ C, we generate a text set {t(j)i } including QA pair
texts and event texts, where j records the total number of final
generated texts. In terms of vector representation, similarly, we
combine the QA pair vectors VQAi

and event vectors VEVENTi

into VGENi
= {v(j)i }.

We first invoke the concept of fidelity of the retrieval process
and normalized margin from previous work [3]. Subsequently,
without loss of generality, we demonstrate that these generated
vectors either maintain or enhance the fidelity of the retrieval
process. Theorem III.3 introduces the effectiveness of text
augmentation for dense retrieval. Theorem III.4 demonstrates
the effectiveness of both QA Pair texts and event texts.

Fidelity refers to the ability of dense vector models to
maintain the distinctions made by traditional sparse bag-of-
words retrieval models. Unlike sparse representations for exact
matching, dense vector models map texts of arbitrary length
into a fixed-length vector space, which may result in a loss
of fidelity and consequently information loss. Importantly, our
QAEA generates information-dense new texts that removes
noisy texts and refines key information to improve fidelity. To
measure fidelity, we introduce normalized margin to indicate
the distinction between the truly relevant text and other texts.

Definition III.2 (Normalized Margin). Let vq , v1, and v2 be
sentence embeddings in Rd. The normalized margin is defined
as:

µ(vq, v1, v2) =
⟨vq, v1 − v2⟩
∥vq∥ · ∥v1 − v2∥

(1)

The normalized margin in retrieval models serves as a quan-
titative measure to evaluate fidelity and provides a comparative
perspective on vector similarity. It indicates how distinctly a
target text is separated from irrelevant ones in vector space,
enhancing retrieval accuracy and relevance. Assuming v1 is
the target text vector, we expect a larger normalized margin
between v1 and v2 (µ(vq, v1, v2) > 0), which indicates a
greater difference in relevance between the target text and
other texts for a given query.

Theorem III.3 uses normalized margin to demonstrate the
effectiveness of text augmentation. The theorem holds under
certain constraints, including relevance enhancement, irrele-
vance consistency, and orthogonality. Under ideal text aug-
mentation, the generated vectors of the target text should
exhibit improved query relevance, while those of non-target
texts should not be more relevant to the query than the
original vectors. Additionally, in sparse retrieval, orthogonal
vectors can be achieved by dividing the vocabulary into non-
overlapping segments. Similarly, in dense models, we assume
that vector representations of different texts are orthogonal
when the content is irrelevant.

Theorem III.3 (Text Augmentation). Given a text ti, let
{v(j)i } represent a set of generated text vectors, where j
records the total number of generated texts, and let vi repre-
sent the original text vector. Consider a text t1 most relevant
to a query q and a competing text t2, we have generated text
vector sets {v(j)1 } and {v(j)2 }, respectively. There exists at least
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one generated vector v
(0)
1 ∈ {v(j)1 } such that the normalized

margins
µ(vq, v

(0)
1 , v2) ≥ µ(vq, v1, v2) (2)

and
µ(vq, v

(0)
1 , v

(j)
2 ) ≥ µ(vq, v1, v2),∀j (3)

are both satisfied under the following conditions:
(i) Relevance Enhancement: ∃v(0)1 ∈ {v(j)1 }, s.t. ⟨vq, v(j)1 ⟩ ≥

⟨vq, v1⟩;
(ii) Irrelevance Consistency: ∀j, ⟨vq, v(j)2 ⟩ ≤ ⟨vq, v2⟩;
(iii) Orthogonality: Any two generated text vectors across

{v(j)1 } and {v(j)2 } are orthogonal to each other. Additionally,
different vector segments derived from a text are orthogonal
to each other.

Proof. First, we construct hypothetical orthogonal noise vec-
tors vnoise1 for v1 and vnoise2 for v2. Representing v1 and v2
as:

v1 = v
(0)
1 + vnoise1 , (4)

v2 = v
(j)
2 + vnoise2 ,∀j (5)

Then, the squared norm expansion for the difference between
v1 and v2 gives us:

∥v1 − v2∥2 = ∥v(0)1 − v
(j)
2 + vnoise1 − vnoise2∥2

= ∥v(0)1 − v
(j)
2 ∥2 + ∥vnoise1 − vnoise2∥2

+ 2⟨v(0)1 − v
(j)
2 , vnoise1 − vnoise2⟩. (6)

Given the orthogonality condition (iii), the cross term vanishes:

⟨v(0)1 − v
(j)
2 , vnoise1 − vnoise2⟩ = 0, (7)

thus,

∥v1 − v2∥2 = ∥v(0)1 − v
(j)
2 ∥2 + ∥vnoise1 − vnoise2∥2

≥ ∥v(0)1 − v
(j)
2 ∥2. (8)

Similarly, we have:

∥v1 − v2∥2 ≥ ∥v(0)1 − v2∥2. (9)

For the numerator of normalized margin, we have:

⟨vq, v(0)1 − v2⟩ ≥ ⟨vq, v1⟩ − ⟨vq, v2⟩ (10)

⟨vq, v(0)1 − v
(j)
2 ⟩ ≥ ⟨vq, v1⟩ − ⟨vq, v2⟩ (11)

based on the conditions (i) and (ii).
By combining inequalities 9 and 10, we conclude that:

µ(vq, v
(0)
1 , v2) ≥ µ(vq, v1, v2) (12)

Similarly, combining inequalities 8 and 11, we conclude that:

µ(vq, v
(0)
1 , v

(j)
2 ) ≥ µ(vq, v1, v2),∀j (13)

Therefore, the formulas (2) and (3) hold, proving that the
text augmentation approach maintains or improves retrieval
fidelity.

The constraints in Theorem III.3 are based on the assump-
tion that each generated text is of high quality and contains

a portion of the original text’s information. Given the text t1
and the related query, the ideal generated vector v(0)1 enhances
retrieval fidelity by reducing noise and condensing query-
relevant information from the text.

Building on the demonstrated effectiveness of text aug-
mentation, we show that incorporating both QA pair vectors
and event vectors into the text augmentation framework en-
hances retrieval fidelity more effectively than using a single
type of generated text. Within the constraints of relevance
enhancement and irrelevance consistency, the introduction of
new high-quality generated vectors will only improve fidelity,
making this conclusion clear.

Theorem III.4 (QAEA). Given a text t1 most relevant to a
query q and a competing text t2, we generate sets of QA pair
vectors {v(j)qa1} and event vectors {v(j)event1} for t1, and {v(j)qa2}
and {v(j)event2} for t2, respectively, where j records the number
of generated texts. Let v1 and v2 represent the original text
vectors of t1 and t2. Given {v(j)1 } = {v

(j)
qa1}∪{v

(j)
event1}, there

exists at least one generated vector v
(0)
1 ∈ {v(j)1 } such that

the normalized margins

µ(vq, v
(0)
1 , v2) ≥ µ(vq, v

(j)
qa1

, v2),∀j (14)

and
µ(vq, v

(0)
1 , v2) ≥ µ(vq, v

(j)
event1 , v2),∀j (15)

are satisfied under the following conditions:
(i) Relevance Enhancement: ∃j, s.t. ⟨vq, v(j)qa1⟩ ≥ ⟨vq, v1⟩ or

⟨vq, v(j)event1⟩ ≥ ⟨vq, v1⟩;
(ii) Irrelevance Consistency: ∀j, ⟨vq, v(j)qa2⟩ ≤ ⟨vq, v2⟩ and

⟨vq, v(j)event2⟩ ≤ ⟨vq, v2⟩;
(iii) Orthogonality: Any two generated text vectors across

{v(j)qa1} and {v(j)event1} are orthogonal to each other.

Proof. We start by noting that the set {v(j)1 } = {v(j)qa1} ∪
{v(j)event1}. From the relevance enhancement condition, there
exists v

(0)
1 ∈ {v(j)qa1} ∪ {v

(j)
event1} that maximizes the inner

product with vq . The remaining proof follows similarly to the
proof of Theorem III.3 and can be easily derived.

Theorem III.4 proposes that integrating more generated
text vector representations is more likely to increase retrieval
fidelity compared to using only one type of generated text
vector representation.

IV. EXPERIMENT
A. Datasets and Baselines

Datasets. We utilize four passage retrieval datasets to eval-
uate our QAEA-DR. Due to the high computational cost of
multiple LLM tasks, we used a subset of the complete open
datasets for our experiments.

• sCNPR: a proprietary small-scale Chinese News Passage
Retrieval dataset (sCNPR) that we created from real-
world news articles and user queries. sCNPR covers
diverse topics including economic, social, political, sci-
entific, and entertainment news. sCNPR contains 1083
news texts and 2382 user queries, with an average text
length of 655 words.
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TABLE I
THE NDCG (×100) COMPARISONS OF BASELINES AND OUR QAEA-DR ON FOUR DATASETS

sCNPR T2Retrieval
m3e bge-zh m3e bge-zh

NDCG@1 NDCG@10 NDCG@1 NDCG@10 NDCG@1 NDCG@10 NDCG@1 NDCG@10
Baseline 70.23 79.31 73.17 81.73 78.33 86.59 82.19 89.21

GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM
QAEA (TRI) 77.92 77.92 85.03 84.99 83.15 81.83 88.96 88.22 74.60 74.77 83.65 83.58 80.78 80.52 88.51 88.34
QAEA (TMO) 72.84 72.71 81.25 80.92 75.74 75.86 83.38 83.27 79.13 79.23 87.24 87.19 82.74 83.09 89.61 89.74

HotpotQA MS MARCO
dpr bge-en dpr bge-en

NDCG@1 NDCG@10 NDCG@1 NDCG@10 NDCG@1 NDCG@10 NDCG@1 NDCG@10
Baseline 79.38 74.24 95.79 92.70 70.23 80.64 95.93 98.02

GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM
QAEA (TRI) 85.26 85.17 78.92 78.47 96.79 96.72 93.61 93.49 78.20 78.09 86.95 86.73 94.93 94.90 97.64 97.60
QAEA (TMO) 81.97 81.66 76.01 75.96 96.06 95.99 92.91 92.83 74.33 74.96 83.80 83.72 96.21 96.17 98.19 98.15

The values in bold represent the largest NDCG.

• T2Retrieval [50]: an open Chinese passage retrieval
dataset with 4-level relevance labels, useful for assessing
models’ ability to distinguish fine-grained relevance. We
sampled 5000 instances from training set, with an average
text length of 438 words.

• MS MARCO [51]: an open English passage retrieval
dataset from Bing, featuring single relevance labels. We
sampled 5000 instances from training set, with an average
text length of 58 words.

• HotpotQA [52]: an open English passage retrieval dataset
from Wikipedia, featuring single relevance labels. We
sampled 5000 instances from training set, with an average
text length of 67 words.

Baselines. We select four sentence embedding models that
do not use text augmentation and embed only the original texts
into a vector database (VDBori) as our baselines for dense
retrieval. We evaluate our QAEA-DR method, which applies
text augmentation for augmented vector database (VDBfinal),
against these baselines to demonstrate its performance im-
provement under the same standard retrieval process. We
utilize the Chinese sentence embedding models m3e-base and
bge-large-zh-v1.5 [9]. For English, we employ the embedding
models dpr-ctx encoder-multiset-base [2] and bge-large-en-
v1.5. These sentence embedding models represent effective
and illustrative examples of sentence embedding techniques.

Besides, our LLM-based QAG method is compared with
the currently popular LMQG model [48] to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our approach. In our experiment, we employ
the End2end T5-large-squad-QAG model of LMQG for com-
parison. On the other hand, there are no effective open-domain
multi-event extraction models available for comparison.

B. Implementation Details

LLM Implementation. We employ two LLMs as text aug-
mentation generators and another LLM as a evaluator for
evaluating the quality of the generated texts. In our exper-
iments, we utilize API calls to GPT-3.5-turbo and locally
deployed ChatGLM3-6B [53] as the two generators for QAG
and EE. We set the temperature parameter to 0 to ensure the
generated text is precise and faithful to the original input.
In our experiments, since ChatGLM3-6B is not friendly with

JSON output, we manually create 20 JSON samples for fine-
tuning to ensure the stable JSON output. Additionally, we
select DeepSeek-v23 as the evaluator for scoring the quality
of generated texts, using API calls for text generation. Given
that DeepSeek-v2 significantly outperforms GPT-3.5-turbo and
ChatGLM3-6B on LLM evaluation benchmarks, it serves as
an effective independent evaluator to enhance the reliability of
the output assessments. All experiments run on the NVIDIA
RTX 3090 GPU (24 GB).

Experimental Variables. In addition to using different
LLMs, we analyze the impact of various embedding models
Φ, thresholds τ (default set at 9 out of 10), dataset size, and
text organization strategies (Texts Remain Independent (TRI)
and Texts Merge into One (TMO)) on QAEA-DR. We also
evaluate the separate effects of QA pairs and events.

C. Evaluation Metrics

We employ Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain
(NDCG) as the critical metric within the MTEB [27] evalu-
ation framework to assess the retrieval performance. Besides,
MTEB also records metrics like mean reciprocal rank (MRR),
recall, precision, etc. NDCG measures retrieval ranking quality
by accounting for the positions of relevant documents, pro-
viding a more comprehensive evaluation compared to other
metrics.

D. Main Results

In this section, we present the main experimental results
comparing the performance of QAEA-DR and the baselines
across four datasets based on NDCG@1 and NDCG@10 met-
rics. Table I displays the QAEA-DR results from a complete
three-step prompting process.

Results Across Datasets. Overall, our QAEA-DR outper-
forms the baselines across four datasets, achieving optimal
results as shown in Table I. Our method exhibits effectiveness
and robustness across datasets with varying languages, text
sources, and text lengths. Notably, on the sCNPR dataset,
which consists of relatively long news texts, QAEA-DR
shows the most significant improvement, with the average
NDCG@1 score rising from 71.70% to 80.54%. The results

3https://platform.deepseek.com
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Fig. 3. QAEA-DR vs Baseline on Recall@1. The blue bar represents the
percentage of the entire dataset where QAEA-DR correctly recalls at rank
1, while the baseline does not; the orange bar indicates the opposite. The
difference between the blue and orange bars quantifies the actual improvement
that QAEA-DR provides over the baseline.

from the sCNPR dataset are significant since sCNPR consists
of long text data and has not been used for embedding
model training. On the HotpotQA and MS MARCO datasets,
which primarily consist of short texts, there is an average
increase of approximately 4 points in NDCG@1. Although the
T2Retrieval dataset presents a challenging task with its fine-
grained scoring metrics, QAEA-DR still manages to achieve
an average increase of nearly one point in NDCG@1.

Results Across Embedding Models. Table I demonstrates
that QAEA-DR improves retrieval performance across four
embedding models. It is worth noting that the initial retrieval
performance of the embedding models affects the extent of
improvement achieved by QAEA-DR. For instance, in En-
glish embedding models, QAEA-DR increases the average
NDCG@1 score by 6.93% on the traditional dpr-ctx encoder-
multiset-base (dpr) model and by 0.64% on the more advanced
bge-large-en-v1.5 (bge-en) model. In Chinese embedding sce-
narios, both the m3e-base (m3e) and bge-large-zh-v1.5 (bge-
zh) models show comparable retrieval capabilities, and QAEA-
DR delivers similar enhancements to each. Therefore, QAEA-
DR not only significantly enhances embedding models with
weaker retrieval capabilities but also consistently improves
those already performing well.

Impact of Text Organization. We also observe obviously dif-
ferent retrieval performances between the two final generated
text forms: Texts Remain Independent (TRI) and Texts Merge
into One (TMO), as described in Section III-B. Overall, TRI
can be considered a form of text decomposition, whereas TMO
involves reassembling the decomposed texts. From Table I, we
observe the following:

• QAEA (TRI) achieves higher peak results on the sC-

TABLE II
COMPARISONS OF LLM SINGLE-GENERATION AND WITH REGENERATION

PERFORMANCE IN QAEA (TRI): NDCG@1 (×100)

sCNPR T2Retrieval
m3e bge-zh m3e bge-zh

LLM GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM
Single-generation 77.34 67.88 83.04 74.90 74.01 74.03 80.28 80.33
+Regeneration 77.92 77.92 83.15 81.83 74.60 74.77 80.78 80.52

HotpotQA MS MARCO
dpr bge-en dpr bge-en

LLM GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM
Single-generation 84.83 83.82 96.61 96.45 77.28 77.88 94.80 94.45
+Regeneration 85.26 85.17 96.79 96.72 78.20 78.09 94.93 94.90

The values in bold represent the largest NDCG@1.

TABLE III
COMPARISONS OF LLM SINGLE-GENERATION AND WITH REGENERATION

PERFORMANCE IN QAEA (TMO): NDCG@1 (×100)

sCNPR T2Retrieval
m3e bge-zh m3e bge-zh

LLM GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM
Single-generation 72.38 71.45 75.25 74.01 79.07 79.07 82.33 82.53
+Regeneration 72.84 72.71 75.74 75.86 79.13 79.23 82.74 83.09

HotpotQA MS MARCO
dpr bge-en dpr bge-en

LLM GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM
Single-generation 81.82 80.66 95.91 95.87 73.51 74.15 96.10 96.04
+Regeneration 81.97 81.66 96.06 95.99 74.33 74.96 96.21 96.17

The values in bold represent the largest NDCG@1.

NPR, HotpotQA, and MS MARCO datasets. It records
an average NDCG@1 score of 86.04% across these
datasets, exceeding the score of 82.98% recorded by
TMO. As outlined in Section III-D, QAEA satisfies Rel-
evance Enhancement and Irrelevance Consistency under
ideal conditions. However, in practical settings such as
T2Retrieval, where texts are lengthy and filled with irrel-
evant content, TRI may increase the risk of irrelevance
mismatching due to retaining unclear, irrelevant generated
texts.

• QAEA (TMO) demonstrates consistent stability, outper-
forming baselines across all datasets. For example, in
the T2Retrieval dataset, TMO enhances the density of
key information and reduces the density of noise by
reassembling generated texts, resulting in better results
than TRI.

• From Fig. 3, QAEA with either TMO or TRI overall
improves recall@1 performance compared to the base-
lines, as indicated by the longer blue bars than orange.
TMO consistently exhibits fewer instances of reduced
recall@1 performance compared to TRI (shorter orange
bars) across different datasets and embedding models,
indicating more stable performance. In datasets like
T2Retrieval with some typos, redundancies, or irrelevant
texts, TRI may extract noisy texts, leading to an increase
in poor performance cases; TMO merges generated texts,
minimizing the impact of noisy text and resulting in fewer
recall@1 worse cases.

Impact of LLM Generation. To demonstrate the robust-
ness of text enhancement methods across different LLMs,
we conducted the experimental analysis using two models:
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TABLE IV
THE NDCG (×100) COMPARISONS OF ABLATION STUDY ON QAEA (TMO)

sCNPR T2Retrieval
m3e bge-zh m3e bge-zh

NDCG@1 NDCG@10 NDCG@1 NDCG@10 NDCG@1 NDCG@10 NDCG@1 NDCG@10
Baseline (Original) 70.23 79.31 73.17 81.73 78.33 86.59 82.19 89.21

GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM
QA 68.85 67.38 77.67 76.44 72.12 71.41 80.26 79.74 74.79 73.89 83.48 82.99 78.61 78.32 85.95 85.81
Event 68.30 68.43 77.29 77.43 71.41 71.50 79.74 79.60 70.55 70.49 80.47 80.62 76.67 76.38 84.69 84.61
Original+QA 72.54 72.04 81.07 80.47 76.07 75.90 83.51 83.25 78.73 78.35 87.04 86.71 82.85 82.69 89.62 89.64
Original+Event 72.51 72.38 81.01 80.75 74.48 74.85 82.59 82.67 77.24 77.39 86.01 86.08 82.26 82.19 89.26 89.21
QA+Event 69.02 69.02 77.80 77.43 72.08 72.25 80.31 80.05 75.72 75.79 84.52 84.37 80.00 80.45 87.18 87.63
Original+QA+Event (QAEA) 72.84 72.71 81.25 80.92 75.74 75.86 83.38 83.27 79.13 79.23 87.24 87.19 82.74 83.09 89.61 89.74

HotpotQA MS MARCO
dpr bge-en dpr bge-en

NDCG@1 NDCG@10 NDCG@1 NDCG@10 NDCG@1 NDCG@10 NDCG@1 NDCG@10
Baseline (Original) 79.38 74.24 95.79 92.7 70.23 80.64 95.93 98.02

GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM GPT GLM
QA 79.07 79.27 72.12 72.10 95.33 95.33 90.76 90.44 71.67 71.78 81.85 81.38 93.98 93.28 96.98 96.53
Event 73.01 72.24 67.80 67.18 94.44 94.40 89.63 88.83 65.29 64.80 76.56 76.10 91.56 90.86 95.36 94.93
Original+QA 82.47 82.55 76.28 76.38 95.91 95.91 92.83 92.85 74.50 74.48 84.03 84.01 96.08 96.12 98.13 98.14
Original+Event 80.81 80.50 75.32 75.27 96.10 96.06 92.95 92.89 72.44 73.19 82.81 83.05 95.85 95.89 98.02 98.03
QA+Event 78.69 79.15 72.28 72.02 95.56 95.60 91.44 91.37 72.33 72.10 82.31 82.02 94.56 94.67 97.29 97.35
Original+QA+Event (QAEA) 81.97 81.66 76.01 75.96 96.06 95.99 92.91 92.83 74.33 74.96 83.80 83.72 96.21 96.17 98.19 98.15

The values in bold represent the largest NDCG.

ChatGLM3-6B (GLM) as a smaller-scale model and GPT-
3.5-turbo (GPT) as a medium-scale model. From Table I we
observe that GPT exhibits better performance than GLM, as
expected. However, the average NDCG@1 difference between
GPT and GLM is only 0.07%. Table II and Table III illustrate
that the performance gaps between the two LLMs increase
from 0.07% to 1.1% if the regeneration mechanism is absent.
This demonstrates the robustness of the complete three-step
prompting method under different LLMs as generators. Specif-
ically, Table II compares the retrieval performance of QAEA
(TRI) in two scenarios: (1) using single generation (Single-
generation) and (2) using generation with additional scoring-
based quality evaluation and regeneration (+Regeneration).
Similarly, Table III compares the QAEA (TMO) performance
between Single-generation and enhanced with Regeneration.
Regeneration with scoring-based quality evaluation consis-
tently improves retrieval performance across all cases and
confirms the method’s effectiveness.

E. Ablation Study on QAEA
We demonstrate the effectiveness of the QA and Event com-

ponents of QAEA framework. From the equation VDBfinal =
VDBori + VDBQA + VDBEVENT, we understand that QAEA
incorporates three textual representations: original texts, QA
pairs, and events. Hence, we consider seven scenarios derived
from different combinations of these components: (1) Baseline
(or Original, which includes only the original texts); (2)
QA (only QA pair texts); (3) Event (only event texts); (4)
Original+QA; (5) Original+Event; (6) QA+Event; (7) Origi-
nal+QA+Event (complete QAEA implementation).

Table IV shows comparison results of the ablation study
on QAEA. For discussion convenience, the table only show
the QAEA (TMO) case and the conclusion also applies to
QAEA (TRI). First of all, the complete QAEA implementa-
tion, Original+QA+Event, shows superior performance across
most metrics compared to the subsets. When removing the
QA component, the NDCG@1 average performance of QAEA
drops by 0.15%. When the Event component is removed, the

Ablation Performance of QAEA with 
GPT-turbo-3.5: NDCG@1 (×100)

Ablation Performance of QAEA with 
ChatGLM3-6B: NDCG@1 (×100)
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Fig. 4. Ablation Performance of QAEA: NDCG@1 (×100)

NDCG@1 average performance drops by 0.90%. Additionally,
both Original+Event and Original+QA exceed the performance
of the baselines, which further demonstrates the effectiveness
and importance of both QA and Event components. We
observe that Original+QA outperforms Original+Event; we
believe this is because QA pairs are more likely to match the
query both in form and semantics. Moreover, even without
the original texts, single QA or Event components show
performance close to the baselines. In the case of the MS
MARCO dataset with the DPR model, they even outperform
the baselines, which suggests the potential for these com-
ponents to replace rather than merely augment the vector
database.

Additionally, Fig. 4 clearly shows the ablation perfor-
mance of both QAEA (TMO) and QAEA (TRI). We observe
that QA+Event+Original (TRI) or QA+Event+Original (TMO)
achieve optimal performance, with many subsets also perform-
ing well.

V. ANALYSIS

In this section, we conduct the analysis of QAEA-DR
framework and evaluate its performance under different con-
ditions and configurations.
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Fig. 5. Analysis of different dataset sizes: NDCG@1 (×100)
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Fig. 6. Analysis of different regeneration thresholds in QAEA-DR: NDCG@1
(×100)

A. Impact of Dataset Size

We investigate the impact of dataset size across three open
datasets as shown in Fig. 5. Across dataset sizes of 1000,
2000, and 5000, QAEA-DR consistently demonstrates superior
performance over the baseline. Besides, as dataset size varies,
QAEA-DR and the baseline show similar trends across the
three datasets, which indicates the consistency of text augmen-
tation. The experimental results also corroborate our earlier
discussions on the two text organization strategies. QAEA
(TMO) shows good stability throughout the experiment, con-
sistently outperforming the baseline. In contrast, although
QAEA (TRI) shows significant performance improvements in
most cases, its performance fluctuates greatly due to its high
sensitivity to the quality of text generation, leading to unstable
results across different dataset sizes.

B. Impact of Regeneration Threshold

We study the impact of the score threshold in text regener-
ation process. Higher threshold τ means texts are more likely
to require regeneration to meet these standards as shown in
Algorithm 1.

Fig. 6 shows the retrieval performance at three different
regeneration score thresholds: 5, 7, and 9, out of a total
score of 10. Figure presents the best results from GLM and
GPT. For the sCNPR and T2Retrieval datasets, NDCG@1
increases with higher thresholds, indicating that stricter fil-
tering improves retrieval by regenerating lower-quality out-
puts. For HotpotQA and MS MARCO, performance remains
relatively stable across threshold adjustments, which suggests
that threshold changes have lesser impact due to the already
high quality of the initial text generation. Meanwhile, QAEA

TABLE V
AVERAGE NUMBER OF QA PAIRS AND EVENTS GENERATED FROM

ORIGINAL TEXT THROUGH LLMS

Dataset Model Avg. Number of QA Avg. Number of Event
per Text per Text

sCNPR GPT 12.38 4.37
GLM 11.06 4.18

T2Retrieval GPT 6.13 3.71
GLM 5.91 3.61

HotpotQA GPT 5.60 2.51
GLM 5.07 2.35

MS MARCO GPT 4.31 2.27
GLM 3.94 2.21

(TMO) demonstrates more stable performance than QAEA
(TMO) across datasets, particularly at higher thresholds.

C. Impact of Generated Text Quantity

We investigate the impact of the number of generated texts
per original text on QAEA-DR performance. Table V sum-
marizes the average number of QA pairs and events generated
from original texts using GPT or GLM across four datasets. In
all datasets, GPT generates more structured texts than GLM.
Referring to Table I, where GPT generally outperforms GLM
in QAEA (TRI) retrieval performance, we infer a positive
correlation between the number of generated texts and retrieval
performance. Table V also indicates that the average number of
QA pairs generated is 2.15 times the average number of events.
This aligns with intuition since each QA pair only conveys an
individual information point, while event summarizes richer
information.

TABLE VI
COMPARISON OF LMQG AND OUR LLM-BASED GPT-QAG ON

RETRIEVAL PERFORMANCE: NDCG@1 (×100)

MS MARCO HotpotQA
dpr bge-en dpr bge-en

LMQG (TRI) 69.88 89.64 78.66 93.55
LMQG (TMO) 64.55 90.15 77.49 93.90
GPT-QAG (TRI) 74.07 92.89 80.23 95.29
GPT-QAG (TMO) 71.67 93.98 79.07 95.33

The values in bold represent the largest NDCG.

D. QAG Comparisons

Table VI presents the QAG retrieval performance of our
LLM-based text augmentation method compared to the pop-
ular QAG model LMQG. We use the QA component of the
QAEA framework as described in Section IV-E and employ
GPT-3.5-turbo as the text generation LLM, denoted as GPT-
QAG. Both LMQG and GPT-QAG generate vector databases
of QA pair texts VDBQA for dense retrieval. Since LMQG
only supports English, we display comparison results on two
English datasets. We observe that under both TRI and TMO
QA text organization strategies, our GPT-QAG significantly
outperforms LMQG, demonstrating the effectiveness of LLM-
based QAG using a three-step prompting process. Notably,
evaluating the text retrieval capability of generated QA pairs
offers a new insight for assessing QAG performance.
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TABLE VII
TIME COMPLEXITY COMPARISONS FOR QAEA (TMO) AND QAEA (TRI)

ON SCNPR

TMO TRI
Baseline (Original) nTsim

GPT GLM GPT GLM
QA nTsim nTsim 12.4nTsim 11.1nTsim
Event nTsim nTsim 4.4nTsim 4.2nTsim
QA+Event 2nTsim 2nTsim 16.8nTsim 15.3nTsim
QA+Event+Original 3nTsim 3nTsim 17.8nTsim 16.3nTsim

E. Time Complexity
The computational time of dense retrieval is independent

of text length since all texts are embedded into vectors of
the same dimensionality. Hence, the retrieval time is directly
proportional to the number of text vectors in the vector
database. For n texts and the associated vector database
VDBori = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} under baseline, the time taken for
each query to traverse the texts is n × Tsim, where Tsim is
the computational cost to calculate sim(vq, vi), vi ∈ VDBori.
Table VII presents the time complexity for QAEA (TMO)
and QAEA (TRI) on the sCNPR dataset. Similar conclusions
regarding time complexity are observed across other datasets.

• For QAEA (TMO), each original text generates a merged
QA pair text and a merged event text. In the TMO
case, the presence of any component—Original, QA,
or Event—increases the retrieval time by nTsim. It is
observed that having only a QA or Event component
without the original text results in computational times
comparable to the baseline.

• For QAEA (TRI), each original text generates and re-
mains multiple QA pairs and events. In the TRI scenario,
adding a QA or Event component may increase compu-
tational time several-fold compared to the baseline.

To summarize, we consider the time overhead of QAEA-DR to
be relatively flexible, and the individual QA or Event compo-
nent in the TMO case matches the baseline time consumption,
demonstrating a direction for optimizing text augmentation
that balances high performance with time efficiency.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce QAEA-DR, a novel unified text

augmentation framework for dense retrieval. This approach
optimizes the original text by generating multiple QA pairs and
events via LLM-based information extraction, which concen-
trates on key information and removes noisy text. As a result,
the augmented vector database increases retrieval fidelity and
effectively mitigates the issue of losing key information in
dense retrieval. We conduct comprehensive experiments to
demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of QAEA-DR,
even for datasets mainly comprising short texts. QAEA-DR
indicates broader applicability by offering insights into open-
domain LLM-based QAG and EE, and serving as a universal
text optimizer in Retrieval-Augmented Generation (RAG).
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